
Have you seen all those diet ads 
plastered across the Internet...



...with crazy photos 
of exotic fruits 

promising overnight 
solutions to weight 

loss?



Have you seen celebrity gossip 
news revealing flawless body’s… 



…yet only a few months 
before those same people looked 

like they haven’t watched their 
weight in years? 



What about the 
latest articles or 
videos promising  
 “one weird trick 

to a flatter 
stomach”... 



“top 5 foods you 
shouldn’t eat”.... 
only to find out 

they’re selling the 
same old crap?



Surely these things work for some 
people..?



And how do celebrities really lose 
weight today?



I caught up with one guy who knows 
the real scoop on celebrity weight 

loss



AND knows every trick to losing 
weight you could ever hope to 
imagine; a Doctor to Hollywood 

Celebrities.



In this feature video you’ll find out 
the reason popular ‘weird tricks’ may 

not work for you...



And the breakthrough that has 
been sitting under the medical 
community’s nose all this time 

for losing weight 
with ease



When you’re done here, you’ll know 
more than 99% of everyone else 

struggling to get thin… 



More about long-lasting weight loss 
than anyone buying those fly-by-night 

products… 



More importantly,



You’ll gain total confidence in 
your ability to accelerate your body’s 

natural metabolic system...



... without relying on each new exotic 
extract, metabolizer, thermogenic 
trick or dangerous stimulant that 

comes along...



And while you’re at 
it, you can get rid of 

those ebooks or 
DVD programs with 

diet and exercise 
advice that’s too 

complicated or too 
hard to maintain...



So, sit back, relax and enjoy...



…Because the video footage I’m 
about to roll reveals why old 

methods of Weight Loss are now 
history...



and Hollywood’s newest approach 
works with your body’s natural, 
everlasting, ‘god-given’ yet hidden 

metabolic process. 



So stick with me as we explore the 
weight loss advice of a Malibu and 

Beverly Hills general family 
practitioner who’s treated everyone 

from house wives to celebrities. 



Including some of the most 
recognized names in the history of 

television.



TV show actors from Charlies’ Angels 
to Seinfeld.  And movies from 
Spiderman to Forest Gump. 



And you can start using the exact 
same techniques today before this 

goes mainstream. 



Deal?



Ok, let’s join Dr. Laux as he 
shares how it all began, 
treating celebrities who 

needed to lose weight fast 
for the red carpet



Personalize your 
experience on the next 
page by completing the 
quiz (no email required)


